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Research at Andrews
On reading this research report some will wonder what is the
use of it all, and why does the University spend time and money

at Andrews University

on it? But researchers see things differently as they ask, “Why

The Voyage of La Pirata
Studying the Behavior of the Galapágos Marine Iguana

did we not know this before, and what can this new knowledge
do for us?” At this point research becomes education, and that
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explains why good universities invest time and money on it. I
hope you enjoy this brief sampling of recent research activities at Andrews.

The Voyage of La Pirata
James Hayward

The Benefits of
Undergraduate Research
Karl Bailey
Arianna Lashley
Theron Calkins

History of a Historian
Brian Strayer

Solving the Math
Anxiety Problem
Rudi Bailey
Jeannie Montagano

The Future of Archaeology
Randall Younker

Where Culture and
Theology Intersect
Erich Baumgartner
Stan Patterson

Siegfried H. Horn Excellence
in Research and Creative
Scholarship Awards
Duane McBride
Curtis VanderWaal
Jiri Moskala
Steve Hansen

James Hayward, an Andrews’ biologist, along with graduate students Brianna
Payne and Libby Megna, revisited the Galapagos Islands to study its marine
iguana. These animals seemingly from another age have survived in their isolation and present a fascinating study of animal behavior.
Karl Bailey, a young researcher in our behavioral sciences department, has
explored the importance of undergraduate research and found it to be the most
effective way of getting students into good graduate programs in psychology
and make them successful.
Several of the other research activities reported here combine the old and
the new in order to bring fresh understanding to important subjects or to
find solutions to age-old problems. Brian Strayer in the history department
has produced a new biography of a well-known early Seventh-day Adventist
pioneer and church leader, known to many by name, but not by much else.
Thanks to this work we now know J.N. Loughborough as his denomination’s
first historian.
Two Andrews’ researchers have studied a nationwide epidemic, the cure of
which has escaped scientists for decades: acute anxiety caused by mathematics. The investigators, Rudi Baily and Jeannie Montagano, are psychologists,
and they have found this to be a universal condition in the country for which a
remedy must be found if America hopes to continue its lead role in engineering,
medicine and science.
Modern technology applied to age-old methods of excavating for past artifacts in the kingdom of Jordan helps reconstruct our understanding of the past,
says Randy Younker, director of the Institute of Archaeology.
Stan Patterson and Erich Baumgartner, of the Theological Seminary and the
School of Education respectively, have studied international church leadership practices. They found, perhaps not entirely surprisingly, that local culture
impacts local practice in leadership styles. Perhaps that would be true in our
country too, if we had eyes to see it clearly.
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students. As they stumble upon questions they straightaway look for answers,
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from new knowledge. Research universities devote enormous resources to this

Cover: Marine iguanas are among the most
abundant animals in the Galapágos Islands and
were the focus of research for Jim Hayward’s team.
They are the only lizards that feed in the sea.

kind of work. But in truth all educational institutions, including Andrews, should

and publish their findings so that everyone can review them and in time benefit

adopt this way of life: seeking answers, finding solutions, making changes.
Cordially,

Niels-Erik Andreasen
President

The Galapágos Islands are often described
as “unearthly,” and the westernmost island
of Fernandina even more so. Its only regular
inhabitants are the unique species that live
there—iguanas that swim, giant tortoises,
fun-loving sea lions, and huge flightless cormorants. And last summer they were joined
by four researchers in tents and an observation shelter built from a shipwrecked boat.
James Hayward, research professor of biology, graduate assistants Brianna Payne and
Libby Megna, and Susana Velastegui Chávez,
an Ecuadorian science teacher from Colegio
Adventista del Ecuador, spent three weeks
on the island closely observing the haulout
behavior of the marine iguanas.
Hayward, working with his wife Shandelle
Henson, professor of mathematics, has long
been interested in the habitat selection by
animals and finding ways to predict their
behavior. Hayward and Henson have had
success with mathematical modeling of seal

“The Galapágos Islands are
the perfect field laboratory
to study biogeography and
processes of adaptation.”
and gull habitat occupancy behavior in the
past. After observing marine iguanas during
a vacation to the Galapágos Islands in 2006,
they wondered if they could apply similar
techniques to understand and predict the
behavior of these animals, which are members of an entirely different taxon than those
they’d previously studied.
The marine iguana (Amblyrhynchus cristatus)
leads a pretty predictable life. The only lizard
in the world that feeds in the sea, the iguana
spends most of its day sunning on the beach,
warming itself. When it’s sufficiently warm,
the iguana swims out into the water, dives,
and eats algae. It’s not in the water very long;

Top left: La Pirata just offshore Isla Fernandina.
Top: The research team of Libby Megna, Jim Hayward,
Brianna Payne and Susana Velastegui Chávez pose for a
last photo before leaving Isla Fernandina.
Above: The researchers were awed by the beauty of La
Cumbra reflecting the light of the sunset. La Cumbra, still
volcanically active, continues to shape Isla Fernandina.

because the waters around the Galapágos
stay relatively cool, thanks to the Humboldt
Current. After about 30 minutes of meals-onthe-go, the now-chilled iguana crawls back
onto the beach and plops down. “Sometimes
they’ll stay there all night until the sun comes
up the next morning, and as soon as they’re
warm again, they turn around again and go
back into the water,” says Hayward. They
seemed like good subjects for testing the theories of mathematical behavior modeling.
The entire Galapágos archipelago is a
national park, and much of it is open for research. The Ecuadorian government requires
that at least one member of the research team
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speak Spanish, as all proposals and communications are conducted in that language, and
Hayward does not. However, Brianna Payne,
a biology graduate student who had worked
on the Seabird team in the past had been a
Spanish major and “was casting about for a
project,” says Hayward. “She went to work
and she was the one that got this project off
the ground in terms of logistics.”
As the resident Spanish speaker, Payne
wrote the project proposals and corresponded
with personnel at the Charles Darwin Research Station and the Galapágos National
Park. “In all of our meetings, they wanted to
talk to me and have me sign all the papers.
They insisted, ‘No, you’re the principal investigator; he’s your research assistant.’ I got
some fun out of that—my major professor was
my research assistant,” Payne smiles.
With approval from the Ecuadorian government and an AU Faculty Research Grant in
hand, Hayward, Payne and Megna “took off a
little early from school” and landed in Quito,
Ecuador where they met Chávez. From Quito
the team flew to Puerto Ayorta, Galapágos.
Before leaving for Isla Fernandina, however,
the group had to go through extensive quarantine to avoid introducing foreign particles
or bacteria to the pristine environment of
that island. Then followed a 22-hour sail to
the island on a 42-foot boat called La Pirata,
helmed by a cheerful Ecuadorian named
Lenin. “As in John, the Beatle?” Hayward
asked. “No, like the Russian!” exclaimed the
driver proudly. “I knew I liked him immediately,” chuckles Hayward.
Early the next morning, La Pirata dropped
the four researchers off on the jagged shores
of the volcanic island with food and 125 gallons of water, “and we were there for three
weeks.” The island is completely uninhabited
and without modern conveniences, so it was
just the researchers and the animals they
were observing. The researchers gathered the
majority of their data from continual observations of the marine iguana population. In a
rotation of four shifts, the iguana observer on
duty counted the animals on the beach and
recorded every time an iguana left or came
back from the beach.
Simultaneously, using an automated portable weather station, a tide-height pole and a
solarimeter, Hayward and his team collected
a wealth of environmental data including
changes in temperature, relative humidity,
tide level and solar radiation. “Essentially, we
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1: The researcher’s camp was located within
a flightless cormorant colony. Flightless
cormorants are among the world’s rarest
seabirds—only about 1,000 pairs exist.
1

2: The Galapágos hawks, like many of the
other animals there, are extremely tame.
3. A baby Galapágos fur seal peers curiously
at the camera.

2

3

were counting animals entering and leaving
the water and monitoring environmental data
for Brianna and Shandelle to model,” says
Hayward. As the researchers got accustomed
to living on the island, Payne noticed their
behavior changed as well: “We were studying
these creatures to see how the environment
affected their behavior, and the more time
we spent there, our lives changed too. We
started behaving in ways that meshed with
the environment.”
“So it turns out that animal behavior, and
even people behavior, is very deterministic,”
says Henson. “You can’t predict what an individual is going to do, but you can predict with
very high probability what a group is going
to do.” The model Henson and Payne created
predicts about 80 percent of the variability in
the data, and shows that four factors affect
iguana haulout times: solar elevation, tide
height, heat index, and cloud cover. So if it
happens to be a colder and cloudier day, iguanas will spend longer on the beach to warm
up and will enter the water later.
With so much of the iguanas’ behavior
dependent on environmental factors, it is not
surprising that drastic changes in the envi-

ronment can have devastating effects on the
rare Galapágos populations. Henson gives the
example of El Niño events, which occur every
four to 10 years and make the surface temperature of the ocean higher than normal, as
a good analog for the effects of warming and
climate change. “In the Galapágos, the effect
of El Niño is huge,” she says. “You might have
only 500 of a certain type of organism in the
world. During an El Niño event, they might
drop down to just 20.” During El Niño events,
“you get massive die-offs every time,” says
Hayward. “The algae go and then the lizards,
and then the cormorants, even the sea lions.
The whole food web collapses during these
times, and there just aren’t enough calories
to go around.” The Galapágos is at a huge
risk from long-term climate change, and “it’s
scary, because it’s probably the most important biological laboratory on the planet, this
little cluster of islands.”
The Galapágos Islands are the perfect field
laboratory to study biogeography and processes of adaptation, says Hayward. “We have
in the Galapágos fascinating cases of adaptive
radiation. The islands are a lab where we can
actually see change in the plants and animals
happening.” In addition to their uniqueness,
the species on Isla Fernandina are completely
fearless due to a lack of predators and human
contact. “It’s not that anyone has tamed
them,” says Henson, “they’re just not afraid
of you. You have to walk around the bluefooted boobies because they won’t get out of
your way, and the sea lions will swim up to
you and look at you.” Although the researchers aren’t allowed to touch any of the animals
it’s possible to sit right next to a giant tortoise
and not disturb him in the least.
“For that reason alone, the place is special,”
Hayward says. Its distinctive and relatively
untouched ecology make it worth preserving. “If we want to protect an organism or an
ecosystem, we have to learn as much about
it as possible,” agrees Henson. “Anything we
can learn to minimize the interactions between
humans and animals in environments like that
will help preserve them.”

The Benefits of
Undergraduate
Research
A Model of Research Integration

“I’m working on a few different projects,” says
Jermaine Henry casually, and then begins
to list five or six off. “Two of them have been
accepted to the Midwestern Psychological
Association, and the third one we’re hoping to
do in collaboration with Oakwood Adventist
University to see if there are cultural differences; and I’m also hoping to institute a mentor
program in the department.” The unusual
thing about this conversation is that Jermaine
is a junior psychology major—an undergraduate working as a primary researcher on not
one but five different studies, all of which he
designed himself.
The quantity of Jermaine’s projects is a little unusual, but his involvement in research
is quite normal for students in the Department of Behavioral Sciences. About a decade
ago, the department implemented a model
that integrated undergraduate research
into the standard curriculum. Now, undergraduate students working on research with
a professor or conducting their own projects
are the standard in the department.
The integrated research curriculum was
instituted largely by Duane McBride, research
professor of sociology; Herbert Helm, Jr., professor of psychology; and Øystein LaBianca,
professor of anthropology. Karl Bailey, associate professor of psychology, became involved
in the study when he began teaching in 2004.
This past year, the four professors published
their findings in an article in Psychology Journal,
stating that “in order for any research curriculum to be successful in advancing students
to the best graduate programs in psychology,
peer review, presentation, and publication of
research must be a program objective.”
Involvement in real research is having
measurable effects on students’ perceptions

of self-efficacy and enjoyment of research. At
the beginning of Research Methods II, Bailey
and his colleagues give the students a 14-item
Research Skills Self-Rating instrument. The
survey measures the students’ perception of
the usefulness of research, estimation of their
own skills, their research anxiety, and their
belief in their own self-efficacy. “When they
start, they think research is useful, although
they don’t think they can do it,” says Bailey.
“They don’t necessarily feel calm when doing
research, and about half of them feel like they
have the necessary skills”—which means that
half of the students don’t feel like they’re able
to do research.
But going through the class changes that:
the students take the survey again at the end
of Research Methods II, everything except the
usefulness of research increases significantly.
Above: Karl Bailey explains the results of Kyle Emile’s
eye-tracking data to Kyle Collatz. Both students are
undergraduate researchers in the Andrews University
Cognitive Psychology Laboratory.

“When you look at the data, the only thing
that doesn’t change is the perception of usefulness of research, and that’s because it was
already at the ceiling,” says Bailey. “Everything else moves very significantly—in fact,
by about half a standard deviation. We’re
moving students’ perception of their skills
by about a full standard deviation, and it appears that practical experience with research
is what’s doing it.”
And practical research experience is liberally sprinkled throughout the behavioral
sciences curriculum. Most students take two
classes, Research Methods I & II, in their first
or second year. Research Methods I introduces

“Involvement in real research
is having measurable effects
on students’ perceptions of
self-efficacy and enjoyment
of research.”
them to statistics and requires a small research
project. In Research Methods II, behavioral
sciences professors mentor smaller groups
of students on their research. Then, students
begin to develop their own projects. If faculty
members have research grants, students will
work on research with them. “Other students
work on independent projects for credit; and
some students are doing projects simply out of
curiosity—without pay or credit,” says Bailey.
“At any given time, we probably run about
30 student-led projects in the department.”
After two more Research Methods classes,
students are required to attend or present at
a regional or national conference, usually the
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Student Perspectives
Midwestern Psychological Association conference
in Chicago. Finally, students who want to build
their resumes in preparation for grad school work
with faculty advisors on submitting their projects to
professional peer-reviewed journals.
Bailey’s own research interests are partially
determined by the projects his students are working on. This past year, he redesigned his Cognitive
Psychology class to focus on four specific issues
of interest to the students to conduct studies
around: Art and vision, multitasking, language
and thought, and the timing of mental events.
Although his primary interests are in the field of
visual attention and self-regulation, Bailey “does
research in a bunch of different areas, mostly because I have students who do research in a bunch
of different areas. For example, I didn’t start out as
a Sabbath experiences researcher, but I had two
students interested in it.”
Those students have graduated now, but Bailey
is still working on a related study of “Sabbath
keeping within the framework of self-determination theory.” Self-determination theory essentially
states that the reasons a person is motivated to
do something plays a role in how likely he or she
will continue to do it. His preliminary findings
suggest four different outcomes depending on
initial motivation. Among college students at
least, one group finds Sabbath keeping stressful
because it “gets in the way”; on the other end of
the spectrum is the group that integrates Sabbath
keeping into their life. “It looks like our subjects
are transitioning from the first group to the last
the longer they stay Adventist.”
Such a commitment to student research involvement can often be time- and resource- consuming,
so the department’s approach inserts research
into the curriculum to distribute it among the
department’s professors. Surrounding students
with an active research community and involving
them in their own research is producing results,
says Bailey. “Even though we’re a relatively nonselective department—we don’t take just the best
students—our students are still able to perform
quite well when compared to students coming
from more selective schools.”
For example, 25 students recently attended the
Midwestern Psychological Association conference
in May, and eight presented their own research.
Both the department’s senior exit exam scores and
rate of acceptance to journals and conferences are
“about where you’d expect for a selective school,”
Bailey says. “That’s why I chose to put my time
into working with students on research. I like
doing research, but I like working with students
doing research more.”

Arianna Lashley
Don’t think about the white polar bear.
And now that you’re trying not to think about
the polar bear, please proceed to read the rest
of this article. You may find yourself not wanting
to finish the article, perhaps due to something
known as ego depletion.
“We think of self-control as a muscle,” says
Arianna Lashley, senior behavioral sciences
major. “In the short term, it can be depleted, but
in the long-term, it can be strengthened. Ego depletion suggests that after
completing one task, we deplete our finite resources of self-control enough
so that mustering the self-control to complete a second task is much harder.”
Arianna’s research draws on the principles of ego depletion, and “my own
twist was how religion can affect restoration of self-control.” Working under
a faculty research grant for Karl Bailey, she used a multiple objects tracking
task (MOTT) and selections of theologian Jonathan Edwards’ writing to measure ego restoration after positive and negative religious associations.
Her first study tried to produce the effect of ego depletion by using the
white bear task like you experienced above. (You’re thinking about the white
bear again, aren’t you?) But the results didn’t come out quite as expected.
“The white bear task should have worked—all the literature said it should
have—but it didn’t. We changed a lot of variables, but kept getting the same
results. This may have been caused by the population we were testing—college students in a religion of self-control.”
Arianna then wondered if religion was actually motivating and restoring
self-control. After asking her subjects to rate their emotions, she had them
read one of two passages: one from Jonathan Edwards’ fire-and-brimstone
sermon “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,” and a more hopeful one from
Edwards’ “Resolutions.” Then she had them re-rate their emotions and respond to the passage they read, and do several MOTT tasks to measure their
self-control score.
Surprisingly, the group that read “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God”—
a negative passage expected to deplete self-control-- had higher visual
attention scores. The “Angry God” group may have done better “perhaps
because of emotional factors, but more likely because they felt increased
autonomy.” In their responses, that group rejected the character of God
depicted in the passage and wrote about their own beliefs. “Since the perception of greater autonomy generally produces more self-control we think
they may have performed better because they actively substituted their own
ideas about God, instead of simply agreeing with the ones presented.”
On May 3, she presented her research at the Michigan Psychological
Association Convention. Arianna’s research has garnered her two presentations; one at the MPA conference and the other her Senior Honors Thesis.
“Although my research didn’t work at first—I actually got the opposite effect
than the literature suggested—I’m learning how to do research,” she says.
“When I took the surveys in my research methods classes, my efficacy was
low.” Going through the resetarch methods classes “really helped my anxiety.
I realized that research wasn’t easy, and it was time consuming, but it was
definitely doable. And I discovered that I really enjoy doing research.”

Broadening Horizons
Andrews Students Talk About their Research Participation

More than 50 Andrews University
students and faculty attended the 118th
annual Michigan Academy of Science,
Arts & Letters Conference at Alma College
in Alma, Mich. on March 2, 2012. Many
students presented their own research at
the conference, others presented jointly
with their professors, and a few attended
simply to gain the experience.
The University annually brings
students to the MASAL conference, but
according to Gary Burdick, associate
dean of research, twice as many students
presented than in past years. Two of the
presenting students were designated
Earhart Emerging Scholars: Sarah (Gane)
Burton and Kristina Penny. They sat
down to talk about the scholarship,
their research and future plans.

FOR: What are Earhart Emerging Scholars,
and how did you become one?
KP: My teachers nominated me, and at the
time I didn’t really know it was a scholarship. For my job, I fill out and sign a lot of
papers, so when they gave me the forms
I signed them but didn’t realize until later
that it was a scholarship.
SG: Last fall, I presented my research at a
symposium in conjunction with the Madaba
Plains Project, and two months later I got
the Michigan Academy notification. The
award covers all our expenses registering
for and traveling to the conference, as well
as a $725 award, and requires that we attend and present our research.
FOR: Describe the research you presented.
Did you work with a professor or did you
choose your own topic?

SG: My research, overseen by Kristin Witzel
and Øystein LaBianca, grew out of an undergraduate research assistantship to Dr.
LaBianca in the spring of 2011. I’m exploring national identity in Jordan, especially
the effects of Palestinian immigrants on
concepts of national identity. Jordan itself
is a relatively new state, created in the
early 1900s, and has quite successfully
begun creating its own identity. Jordanian
national identity celebrates tribalism,
which is essentially finding one’s identity in
a tribe rather than a nation or ethnicity. The
problem they’re having now is that with the
influx of Palestinians, a more agricultural
people, what does it mean to be Jordanian?
When I was in Jordan two summers ago, I
conducted interviews with Jordanians and
Palestinians—five Jordanians and three
Palestinians, and interacted with many more
that didn’t want to be interviewed. There
hasn’t been much case-study research since
2003, which is surprising since a lot has happened in the Middle East since then.
KP: I also worked in Jordan, documenting
the work of the Jordan Field School with
Patrice Jones, assistant professor of communication. Our project was an exposé on
what’s happening in the Jordan Field School.
The Field School prides itself on involving
many different departments—archaeology,
architecture, art and communication just to
name a few. Each department is conducting a different project, and architecture’s
current project is to design and construct
a Visitor Center at Tall Hisban. Part of our
project was to do some ethnography and
find out what the community needed from
the Center—asking questions like, “If there
were a center, would you go? What would
you need it to do? What about your culture
do you not know or would like to find out?”

So we were there for two reasons—to
help the ethnographers capture on film
the stories that were useful, and also to
gather footage that would promote the
site once it’s done. The Field School is a
long-term project, and they not only need
students to come, but they also need to
let the local community and the community at home know about the project. The
end result was a film about the Jordan
Field School, called “Digging Deep, Building Up, and Reaching Up” that highlighted
three different departments and their
work through the Field School.
The second part of my research, which
is probably more what I’m getting the
scholarship for, is primarily the development of a website for the Jordan Field
School (www.madabaplains.org/hisban).
We were also working with Edwin Burke
on an iPad app and a virtual tour of the
site, which was what a lot of the footage
was used for.
FOR: What got you interested in
these projects?
SG: I chose my project because of a conversation I’d once had with two Jordanians.
I asked them if there could be such a thing
as a Palestinian Jordanian. One said no, and
the other, who was younger and had more
experience with the West, said yes. I was
very interested in the difference of opinion.
FOR: Sarah, what did you discover
in your research?
SG: In general, the celebrations of Jordanian tribalism make the Palestinians
feel excluded, since they are not natively
tribal, but a more agricultural people. The
Palestinians I interacted with feel that
Jordanians are prejudiced and treat them
as second-class, and don’t allow them to
get good jobs or to participate in government. On the other hand, Jordanians feel
that Palestinians, who actually hold some
government positions, are usurping those
positions. They believe that Palestinians
only want a Jordanian passport and papers.
But most importantly, Jordanians are afraid
that Palestinians, who have no state of
their own and whose identity is now largely
centered on displacement, will try to turn
Jordan into a Palestinian state.

After a year in Korea as an English teacher, Arianna (pictured above at right)
plans to attend a doctoral program in school psychology, which she prefers
because of its greater emphasis on research.
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FOR: Kristina, you described your research
as “non-traditional.” In what way is it nontraditional?
KP: My research is “non-traditional” in the
sense that traditional research is going into
the field, getting something, and bringing it
back for study. My field is journalism, and that
is research—uncovering the history of a place,
finding a source for an interview, conducting interviews, that sort of thing. Journalism
is research and reporting. So my project isn’t
traditional research, but it’s supporting the effort of research—more creative scholarship, in
a sense. We’re saying, “this is what people have
been finding; no one knows about it and we
need to figure out a way to make that happen.”
FOR: So now you’ve both got what sounds like
extensive field experience and experience
doing research. How has this affected your
professional development?
SG: I’m actually not going into this area, but I
now have a permanent obsession with identity.
The topic comes up a lot in systematic theology [her area of interest], in relation to the
“other.” A lot of theologians are beginning to
dialogue with anthropologists, and I realize
that my research can be applied to many areas
of interest.
Doing the research itself has given me a
chance to learn a lot more about my areas of
research, and see what it was like to do fieldwork. When you’re the person doing research
and not just learning about someone doing
research, it’s very enlightening. You begin to
recognize the sense and the logic behind the
methodologies.
KP: The chance that research provided for
me to go to another country is really big, and
I wouldn’t have had it if not for the undergraduate research program and my teachers.
I didn’t know there were research avenues for
the things I wanted to do already—journalism, documentary making, website writing,
all of that.
Working abroad is a big thing for a journalist, because it proves that you can interact
with people, gain sources and do research. The
awards that have come out of the research—
from the Society of Adventist Communicators
for example—always help professionally.
Editor’s note: Following the MASAL Conference, Focus on
Research writer Samantha Snively learned she became
the third recipient of the Earhart Emerging Scholar award.
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Theron Calkins

The History of a Historian
Strayer Authors Biography of Loughborough

Wow! That was a really interesting argument.
I never considered the ethical subtext of
Christopher Nolan’s The Dark Knight before. I
contemplated Matthew Maximiuk’s arguments
as I exited the conference room having just
introduced myself to him and discussed his presentation. Today was the annual conference of
the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts & Letters
at Alma College, where several of my friends and
I were going to be presenting our research in just a few hours. I was nervous
and excited, wondering who would show up to listen to my presentation and
what kinds of questions they would ask.
My research focused on the homoerotic potential of the relationship
between Celia and Rosalind, two cousins in William Shakespeare’s comedy As You Like It. I had seen a performance of that play dir ected by Des
McAnuff two summers ago at the Stratford Shakespeare Festival in Canada
on an English department study tour, and that particular dimension of the
two characters’ interactions leapt out at me from the stage. I had already
written a lengthy paper on the topic, which I had condensed to share at
the conference, but I was also planning to revisit the project and expand it
into my Senior Honors Thesis. In order to strengthen my argument, I hoped
to use queer theory, an up-and-coming approach to literary criticism, to
explore the assumptions about gender and sexuality embedded in Shakespeare’s playtext and engaged by McAnuff’s performance. However, queer
theory’s limited use at Andrews made me look forward to the opportunity to
talk to some students and faculty from other universities with more experience in this area.
As I walked, I reflected on the sense of community offered by research.
After all, thanks to this conference I already have one new friend who
shares a passion for ethics and film. Though facing the challenges of
coherent critical thinking and endless reading are solitary labors, once
that prized kernel of insight appears, it demands to be shared and vetted
by other, interested scholars. So, while research is pursued individually,
it can only be of use when shared with a wider community, meaning that
interacting and communicating with others is a key skill developed by any
successful researcher. These traits grow along with the more individual virtues cultivated by research such as the initiative and responsibility required
to set reasonable goals and follow through on those plans. And of course,
one cannot forget the sense of pride and personal accomplishment gained
from contributing to human understanding of a topic you feel is important.
With a renewed heart calmed by these thoughts, I moved into the
classroom where I would soon present my paper. Still nervous, but feeling
slightly more confident, I sat down and waited as the first presenter for our
session (a friend from Andrews) moved forward to begin reading her paper.
Giving her a thumbs-up sign, I settled in to enjoy another’s fascinating
scholastic endeavors.
Recent Andrews graduate Theron Calkins is currently teaching English at a public
school in South Korea. He stays busy writing and exploring the country.

Despite his prolific contributions to Adventist
publications, his role as first historian for
the church, and his decades as a missionary
throughout the world, there has never been
a scholarly biography of J.N. Loughborough.
Brian Strayer, professor of history, is changing that with his new biography of the early
Adventist pioneer (Review and Herald Press,
January 2013). The book, part of the Review
and Herald’s Adventist Pioneer series, represents the first scholarly history of the first
Adventist historian, and the authoritative
book written on his life.
John Norton Loughborough was born in
1832 in upstate New York, and as a boy joined
the Millerite movement. He encountered the
newly formed group of Seventh-day Adventists in the early 1850s, and enthusiastically
joined the movement. He quickly became a
traveling Adventist preacher and evangelist
in the Midwest and California. He traveled to
England as the Church’s first sponsored missionary in 1878 and stayed there for five years,
starting churches throughout the British
Isles. He returned to California and began to
consolidate the Church along the West Coast.
He wrote the first histories of the Adventist

movement, Rise and Progress of the Advent
Movement (1892) and The Great Second
Advent Movement (1905), as well as hundreds
of articles in denominational publications.
“His legacy is his writing of the histories, his
articles about practical Christianity, and his
organizational development. He established
new churches, conferences and unions
throughout North America, England, Australia and South Africa, as well as other satellite
organizations,” says Strayer.
The book began as a request in 2009 from
George Knight, general editor of the Adventist Pioneer Series, to write a biography on
any one of “half a dozen different pioneers,”
says Strayer. “But he tipped the scales a little
when he said he’d like a historian to deal
with our first Adventist writer of history.”
Preliminary research revealed to Strayer
that Loughborough had been born only a
few miles from Strayer’s hometown, “so
that was a little emotional tie,” he says. “I
agreed to do Loughborough. This was before
I knew the huge amount of material we have
at Andrews,” he jokes. “Sixty-some diaries;
over three hundred letters—I bit off a bit
more than I thought I could chew.” With a

manuscript deadline of January 2012, Strayer
began his research by reading all available
secondary literature on Loughborough. “It
wasn’t much—a children’s book gave me the
outline of his childhood; I checked every
reference to him in the denominational history textbook, and any references in current
literature.” Once he had the big picture of
Loughborough’s life, Strayer began reading
all of Loughborough’s articles—and there
are many—in denominational publications
from across the country and spanning over 70
years. Then Strayer turned to Loughborough’s
unpublished writings: more than 300 letters
and 60 diaries, “little pocket-sized things in
which he recorded his personal, private life.”
Strayer spent more than two years sifting
through articles, diaries and letters to find
“the real Loughborough.” While much of
Loughborough’s life was lived in the public
eye and printed in denominational publications, Strayer was able to discover several
previously unknown or obscure facts about
Loughborough. To begin with, Loughborough wasn’t his real name: he was born John
Loofborough, and changed his name when
he married in 1851. “He was Irish, not English
as he liked to portray himself,” says Strayer.
“The Irish were much hated in America at
the time, and it’s probable that his new wife
wanted to change the name as quickly as
possible.” Loughborough also outlived three
wives, which is a known fact but unusual for
the time, as most early Adventists only married once and the women tended to outlive
the men.
Loughborough’s diaries also reveal more
personal sides of him: he wasn’t a good
speller, for instance, often writing of going to
“Calafornia” and “Great Britian.” Strayer was
personally surprised by the fact that Loughborough was only 5’4”. “He often wrote about
his height and weight, and was never over
130 pounds. He was tiny, like a leprechaun.
Given his importance to our church and its
development, we think he must have been
almost six feet tall.” The diaries also reveal

“Loughborough either ignored
or passed over some of the
largest controversies in early
Adventist history, perhaps
because he often had friends
on both sides.”
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a close female friend who took care of
him in his last years, which he never
mentioned to anyone.
A closer look into the diaries
showed Strayer that Loughborough
kept a lot of things from the public.
“He was an eternal optimist,” Strayer
says. “He always put a positive spin
on things.” This optimism appears in
everything from accounts of his travels
where he glosses over his seasickness to, unfortunately, his writing of
Adventist history. “His history writing
is apologetic; always whitewashed and
striving to present the best picture.”
Loughborough either ignored or
passed over some of the largest controversies in early Adventist history,
perhaps because he often had friends
on both sides.
“Loughborough’s approach to history can be characterized as apologetic
and devotional rather than objective and critical,” says Strayer of the
historian whose books set the tone for
Adventist histories until the 1950s. “Because his intent was to build faith in
God’s leading in the prophetic history
of the SDA Church, he omitted much
of the conflict and controversy that
Adventist historians since the 1970s
have been bringing to light. While
Loughborough’s two historical works
make interesting reading today, they
more accurately reflect the mindset of
the nineteenth-century pioneers (many
of whom wrote historical sketches,
autobiographies, and biographies in
the same vein) than they portray the
past ‘warts and all.’”
Strayer, who earned a doctorate in
17th and 18th-century French history,
says Adventist history is “more of an
avocation” for him. He has published
a number of books and articles on
religious conflicts in 17th and 18th century France, but finds “there are fewer
scholars in the field [of Adventist history] and you can discover new things
more frequently.” He is already in the
middle of his next project, a biography
of Andrews alumna Blythe Owen, one
of the first women in the United States
to earn a PhD in music composition,
which he is co-writing with Linda
Mack, music librarian.
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Solving the Math
Anxiety Problem
Determining Causes and Expressions
May Lead to a New Teaching Methodology
Ask most elementary or high school kids what
their least favorite subject is, and chances
are they’ll say “math.” But the dislike often
doesn’t stem from simply a dislike of calculations; rather, the emotional and sometimes
physical responses to doing math are part of a
phenomenon known as “math anxiety.” Rudi
Bailey, professor of educational psychology,
school psychology, and special education;
and Jeannie Montagano, associate professor
of school psychology, are exploring the manifestations and causes of math anxiety and are
garnering renewed interest in the field of educational psychology in what Bailey calls, “in
North America, a nearly universal condition.”
Math anxiety, simply defined, is an
emotional reaction to doing math. It pops
up in children of about the third-grade age,
but can be found in people of all ages. It can
be manifested in many different ways, from
a vague uneasiness to a physical feeling of
sickness, and translates across genders and
ethnic groups. The phenomenon was the
subject of some research in the 1980s, but has
largely fallen out of focus since then. “We’ve
always known that kids are having problems
with math, but never seemed to have enough
evidence to do something about it,” says Bailey.
“Now it’s becoming a renewed area of interest.”
Bailey and Montagano have just finished data collection on a series of studies

designed to explore manifestations of math
anxiety in intermediate-level children. From
the two studies they’ve conducted, they have
made 19 presentations at regional, national,
and international conferences—as well as
six posters at Andrews University’s Celebration of Research in fall 2011. They took their
research to the Midwestern Psychological
Association in the spring of 2012, as well
as the American Psychological Association
conference in August, 2012. Since their research represents a resurgence of a relatively
dormant interest, their studies have been
drawing quite a bit of interest from other
researchers. Along with a few other researchers, Bailey and Montagano’s studies are
helping bring math anxiety research back
into the spotlight.
Their first study was derived from Montagano’s doctoral research. A school psychologist
in the Bristol-Goshen area for more than 20
years, Montagano minored in math in college
and has “always been interested in anxiety in
children, especially test anxiety.” Bailey also
began his career as a school psychologist,
and has long been interested in attentiondeficit disorder and its companions as well as
visual attention.
The first study drew upon several existing
math anxiety questionnaires to determine
how math anxiety is expressed when it

first starts to appear in children. Bailey and
Montagano found that no single math anxiety
questionnaire was adequate to their research:
“Some of them measure performance, while
others measure calculation anxiety, while
others measure physiological effects,” says
Bailey. When creating a survey of their own,
they made sure that all those components
were included.
The first study was group-administered
to 321 students in Grades 4 & 5 in the
Middlebury-Shipshewana, Ind. school
district. Teachers read the surveys aloud
to students gathered in their homerooms,
and the students individually marked their
responses to statements and questions such
as: “When I have to explain a math problem
to my teacher, I feel….” “Playing games where
numbers are involved makes me feel….”
Two years later, they conducted a followup study on 536 students from Grades 4–6
in Elkhart, Ind. This time, they also tested a
range of minority children: “The first study
was 99.8 percent Caucasian,” says Montagano. In their studies, math anxiety translated
equally across ethnic groups: there was no
difference in levels of anxiety. Between the
genders, however, Bailey and Montagano
found that more females were math anxious
than males, although they expressed anxiety
in the same way. (This may be partially influenced by the commonly held belief that math
is not a “girl’s subject” because boys are “just
better” at math.)
Their studies showed that the umbrella
heading “math anxiety” actually covers a
wide range of anxiety types, any of which
can combine depending on the situation
the math-anxious child is in. For example,
a student doing calculations by herself may
have anxiety about the problem solving, or
“getting the right answer,” but not about
math in general. A student who has to answer
a question aloud, or notices that his friends
are all getting higher grades than he is,
may exhibit primarily performance anxiety,
which is anxiety about how you appear to the
people around you. Bailey believes a lot of
math anxiety “surrounds performance, when
kids have to do something in front of the
room, or do math on the board.” As it turns
out, about 9 percent of the students surveyed
could be classified as moderate to severe
math-anxious.
However, math anxiety also depends on
the social context. Children find themselves

“Their studies showed that
the umbrella heading “math
anxiety” actually covers a
wide range of anxiety types,
any of which can combine
depending on the situation
the math-anxious child is in.”
doing math with their peers, in front of
teachers or other authority figures, or with
parents—and Bailey and Montagano found
that math anxiety wasn’t pervasive across
groups. With his peers, a child may not feel
as anxious about his math ability, especially
if he sees his friends struggling as well. But
with a teacher, a student may have higher levels of anxiety, centered on a desire to please
and to appear intelligent—which draws upon
performance anxiety as well.
Why does math make us anxious? Perhaps
the emphasis that there is only one right response and a number of wrong answers, says
Montagano. When it’s taught to elementary
and intermediate-level children, the emphasis is often put on getting the right result
rather than understanding the fundamental
process. Additionally, adds Bailey, there’s
evidence that suggests we come to the world
with a sort of “math sense.” When people,
especially children, feel their innate “math
sense” is not operating properly, they experience the emotions traditionally associated
with math anxiety. So a third grader who
learns to view math as result-driven and
finds himself consistently getting the wrong

Above: Jeannie Montagano (left) and Rudi Bailey
presented the results of their math anxiety research
at the 2011 Celebration of Research held in Buller Hall.

results begins to “hate” math, because it
calls up a number of unpleasant emotions
and feelings of inadequacy. While some
anxiety is good and functions as a motivator,
too much is debilitating, and uses up working memory, which could be used to solve
the problem, says Montagano. Helping them
overcome their feelings of anxiety or their
fear of performance allows them to direct
their energies to the math itself, and not the
myths surrounding math.
So could we see the rise of the math
counselor in schools? Perhaps in the future,
although current research into math anxiety
isn’t at the point where it begins to affect
the curriculum. But the growing interest in
math anxiety research shows a promising
trend—determining the causes and expressions of math anxiety may lead to a new way
of teaching math that stresses understanding
and mastery of concepts rather than “getting it right,” as many kids fear. Bailey cites
current literature that suggests the way to
combat math anxiety is not to teach more
math, but to help students relax and deal with
the emotional issues. This research could have
long-term effects on school psychologists as
well—Montagano suggests that a child manifesting math anxiety should not immediately
be considered to have a learning disability.
Bailey and Montagano hope to pursue another possible influence on math anxiety, that
of math-anxious teachers, who may be transmitting their own emotions to their students.
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Where Culture and
Theology Intersect

The Future of
Archaeology:
Using Modern Technology
to Uncover the Past
Of all three sites in the Madaba Plains Project,
perhaps nowhere do modern technology and
ancient history meet so successfully as at Tell Jalul.
Randy Younker, the site’s director, and his team of
archaeologists have been using the most up-to-date
equipment to reconstruct a more complete picture of
the past. As the dig at Jalul enters its second phase,
the Madaba Plains Project team has just published a
book, Madaba Plains Project: 40 Years, detailing the
first phase of excavations at all three sites.
When Siegfried Horn first visited Jalul, he
thought it might be the site of the biblical Heshbon, a city of the Amorite king Sihon and perhaps
the location of the “pools of Heshbon” mentioned
in Song of Solomon. Horn had begun excavating
Tell Hisban in hopes of finding evidence of the
biblical Heshbon, but after a few seasons didn’t
discover the necessary evidence of a Late Bronze
Age occupation from around 1400 BC.
Initial investigations and pottery analysis from
Jalul revealed that the site contained sherds from
the Late Bronze Age, from exactly the time Sihon
would have occupied the city. By the time the
digging permit came through in 1992, the archaeologists’ research objectives had broadened:
they were interested in investigating not only the
biblical history of the site, but also the history of
the entire region. “Jalul is the biggest site in the
region—it’s even bigger than Hisban—and so we
knew it had to be some sort of important site,”
says Younker.
Younker, who was the junior leader of the Madaba Plains Project at the time, “took some people
and a bit of the budget and began digging, in just a
couple small fields.” Excavations at Tell Jalul have
since branched out, and the site “became one of
our major research sites,” says Younker. “We’ve
been digging there almost every year since 1992;
it’s a full-time, multi-disciplinary project.”
Very early on, the team discovered that Jalul had
been occupied “fairly continuously from about
3000 BC until the Ottoman period, up until just
about World War I,” which is about 5,000 years of
history. Most of their findings are from the Iron Age
and the Persian Period (1200–350 BC), although
they have pottery and other artifacts from the Late
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Above: Aerial photo of Tall Jalul looking to the
west; note the large depression at the lower left
of the tall—that is the huge water reservoir that
dates between 3000 and 1000 BCE.
Below Left: Art Chadwick of Southwestern
Adventist University using the Geographical
Positioning System (GPS) to map Tall Jalul.

Bronze Age (1550–1200 BC). “We know
from the pottery and some inscriptions that
the site was probably an Ammonite site by
the 7th century,” says Younker. “We’re also
finding a bit of Moabite pottery from the
8th century, which could come either from
trade or residence in our site.”
But perhaps the most interesting find
at Jalul is a series of interconnected pools
that Younker and his colleagues believe
may be the “pools of Heshbon” likened
to the Beloved’s eyes in Song of Solomon.
Within the walls of the city, the archaeologists found a massive reservoir possibly
fed by artesian springs. Running from the
reservoir to the outside of the city is a halfmeter-wide channel, which Younker thinks
was “probably done in the 7th century,
after the reservoir was dug.” The channel
drains into a series of four ancient ponds at
progressively lower elevations. The Madaba
Plain, as well as the city of Jalul, sits on
top of a large aquifer, and at times there

“If we find even a coin, we
can get its exact longitude
and latitude down to a
resolution of about one
centimeter.”

was more water than the city could use or
the reservoir could hold—“so they built
this water channel. We think the water ran
out of the city reservoir into the first pool,
which is very large and today is being used
as a soccer field.”
The team is now trying to determine
if the pools existed in the 10th century
BC, when Song of Solomon was written.
“If that’s the case,” says Younker, “could
these be the pools of Heshbon the Bible
talks about?” Jalul continued to be an important site throughout the Middle Ages,
when Muslim traders would stop and
water their livestock at the pools or visit
the site on pilgrimage.
Younker and his team are documenting
their findings with innovative technology,
and bringing the digital age to the Bronze

Age. The entire site is mapped with geographical information systems (GIS) software,
which lets the team create 3D topographical
maps and movies of the site. Each artifact
the team digs up is also recorded with GPS;
Younker says, “We can get accurate 3D data of
everything on the field. If we find even a coin,
we can get its exact longitude and latitude
down to a resolution of about one centimeter.” Additionally, the team has a 3D scanner
they use to scan potsherds, which are crucial
to dating and determining the use of a site.
Traditionally, potsherds have been recorded
and pieced together by drawing and sometimes gluing. According to Younker, “we can
make scans of each potsherd and theoretically reconstruct the whole pot, as well as
make two-dimensional publishable plates,”
with the scanner.
So far, only a handful of sites in the
region are using this sort of technology. In
an interesting confluence of history, the
archaeologists at Tall Jalul and Hisban are
beginning to make a paperless recording system for the artifacts they find. With the new
3D technology, images and information about
a potsherd can be stored digitally and more
accurately than in the traditional paper form.
The team hopes in the future to be able to
use 3D technology to reconstruct the ancient
buildings.

Stan Patterson once asked a group of
church leaders assembled in Russia,
“Which takes precedence in determining
our leadership practices, our theology
or our culture?” The answer unequivocally came back, “culture.” Patterson was
shocked. “I asked myself, how could mature Adventist people make a statement like
that, especially when we have such a strong
history of making the Bible our standard?”
But then he kept listening. The issue
was highly emotional for the respondents,
many of whom had grown up during the
Soviet era. “Being Seventh-day Adventist
in the Soviet Union generally meant you
were from a minority group,” Patterson
says. Students of history will recall the
widespread marginalization of minority
groups in favor of a unified Soviet state.
“Their cultures were attacked by both the
Soviet Union and the Orthodox Church
to a degree where there was an attempt
to obliterate their culture. The pain they
experienced made it difficult for them to
agree with the abstract statement, ‘My theology will determine my culture,’ because
their culture was precious to them.”
Case studies like these have been the
basis for the second phase of a global study
conducted by Erich Baumgartner, professor
of leadership and international communication, and Stan Patterson, associate
professor of church ministry. Baumgartner
and Patterson are interested in understanding how denominational leaders around
the world view the responsibilities of leadership and how to meet the most pressing
needs in church leadership development.
Recently, they have conducted two
interrelated studies in global leadership
needs. The first study was an ethnographic survey of power distance and
servant leadership concepts in worldwide
denominations. Their findings surprised
them: they found that across the globe,
the culture a denomination was situated
in had an “enormous impact on local

practice,” says Baumgartner. For example,
high power-distance cultures—defined
as those that manifest greater distance
between those in power and those farther
down the ladder—also tend to reflect this
separation and hierarchy within their
church leadership styles.
“Many countries have a top-down
hierarchical mentality,” says Patterson,
citing a few examples of South American
and African nations, “and they don’t
even think about the fact that dominating
leadership is a violation of the standard established by Jesus Christ for his church. A
lot of those things are innocently violated,
I believe, because the expectation [of leaders in that country] is that you lead as a
top-down leader.”
For example, leadership will be different in Peru, whose history includes a long
tradition of more rigidly hierarchical leadership—the Incan culture, then the Spaniards
and the Roman Catholic Church—than in
Below: Erich Baumgartner (seated) and
Stan Patterson discuss the data compiled
from studies of global church leadership.
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Duane McBride, research professor of sociology and chair of the Department of Behavioral
Sciences, has taught in the College of Arts & Sciences since 1986.
He has also been the director of the Institute
for Prevention of Addictions since 1998, a visiting
fellow of the Institute for Latino Studies at the
University of Notre Dame, and an adjunct professor in the Department of Epidemiology and Public
Health at the University of Miami. McBride has
obtained a number of external research grants,
frequently chairs national grant peer review committees, and provides research leadership for both
junior faculty and students.
Under McBride’s leadership, the Department of
Behavioral Sciences has become one of the most
research productive departments at Andrews. He
helped develop a four-course research sequence
for majors, which since 2005 has resulted in over
40 student presentations at professional conferences, six of which were award winners, as well
as nine papers co-authored by students in peer
reviewed journals.
He has published 10 books, 32 book chapters,
and 76 journal articles covering a breadth of
research interests, including topics such as, drug
policy, drug-crime relationship, the evaluation of
substance abuse and criminal offender justice
treatment programs, and the epidemiology of
AIDS in injecting-drug-using populations.
Duane has been awarded a number of honors,
including Teacher of the Year, the National Zapara
award, the Alumni Award for Community Service,
and Advisor of the Year. His work was previously
featured in the 2010 issue of this magazine.
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northern European or North American countries. The way a leader is expected to lead in
the culture at large, then, often trickles down
into church leadership.
“Philosophically, we would say that leadership should be primarily determined by our
theology,” says Patterson. “I’m committed to
the idea that the Bible should be our primary
standard in everything. But the reality is that
culture is a factor in the ways leadership is manifested in different regions across the world.”
Baumgartner and Patterson then took the
results of their first study to a second one, now
in its second phase. “Essentially, we’re asking
how that enormous impact of culture affects
our present leadership development needs,”
says Baumgartner. The first phase of the study
was a statistical analysis of pastor-membership ratios throughout the General Conference
to determine the current leadership situation
of the church. The second phase involved field
research in those areas determined to have the
highest need of leaders. Next, Baumgartner
and Patterson plan to administer a survey
to leaders around the world correlating the
leadership needs found in the first phase of
their study with the extant roles of pastors
and administrators as well as church growth
patterns. While the study is at this point descriptive, both Patterson and Baumgartner see
its results having an immediate effect on how
Adventists train their leaders.
Right now, Baumgartner says, many higherlevel leaders across the globe are trained in
the United States, many of them at Andrews
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University, or trained by teachers who have
been trained in the United States. However,
the American concept of a leader is often very
different from, say, the Peruvian concept of
a leader. “The question becomes, how do we
develop leaders so that they use their authority
in appropriate ways for their culture yet also
reflect principles of biblical leadership?”
Leadership is a social construction, says

“With over 20 million
Adventists distributed
across all the livable
continents, that’s a lot of
different leadership styles.”
Baumgartner. “That means that what it means
to be a leader is to a large degree already determined by the society in which a people live.”
With over 20 million Adventists distributed
across all the livable continents, that’s a lot
of different leadership styles. “We want to be
aware of the whole spectrum [of leadership
styles],” says Baumgartner, “so we can then
go back to our leaders who are responsible for
leadership development.” Then, the church
and its institutions can begin training leaders
who can incorporate principles of biblical
leadership into their own cultures.
However, the Bible also advocates a specifically counter-cultural approach to church
leadership. The example most commonly
cited is found in Matthew 20:25–26, “the

rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them…not
so with you.” When should church leadership
incorporate cultural influences, and when
should it stand in opposition to cultural
leadership styles? It’s a fine line to walk.
“There is nothing wrong with some cultures
being more oriented towards a hierarchical
leadership,” says Baumgartner. Mandating
an immediate switch to a more egalitarian
and biblical leadership style “not necessarily
in harmony with the culture’s approach to
leadership creates confusion,” he says. “On
the other hand, you have certain principles in
Scripture; one of them is that God created us
with the power to choose, and no one should
dominate over another. If there’s a gap between leadership in culture and leadership in
the church, should the church say something
about that and be counter-cultural to those
kinds of things? I think so.”
Their study may help determine appropriate areas for cultural influence in church
leadership, and lead to improved training
for church leaders. “How the principles of
servant leadership are expressed [worldwide] is exactly the object of our study,” says
Baumgartner. “We want to steer away from
imposing a predominantly Western view on
other cultures. Can biblical leadership be enacted in other ways, and can it be legitimate?
I have a hunch Jesus would say yes.” While
the study cannot as yet make recommendations to the world church, it has the potential
to usher in a new era of diverse and crosscultural leadership practices.

Curtis VanderWaal
Professions
Curtis VanderWaal is research professor of social
work in the College of Arts and Sciences. An alumnus of Andrews University, he returned to teach in
the Department of Social Work in 1990.
Before coming to Andrews, VanderWaal worked
as a clinical social worker in Detroit and the surrounding area.
He has been involved in an extensive variety
of research projects and has impressed his colleagues with his analytical and scholarly ability.
He has worked as a project director with Duane
McBride on a drug policy project funded by the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He has also
worked closely with the DeVos Urban Leadership
Initiative, the Institute for Prevention of Addictions, and the National Institute of Justice, as well
as many other organizations.
He has published numerous articles in leading
public health, social work, and behavioral sciences
fields, including the American Journal of Public
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Health, the Journal of Behavioral Health Services
Research, and Crime & Delinquency. VanderWaal
has also contributed several chapters to books,
web pages, and policy manuals. He has presented extensively at conferences on drug policy,
criminology, social work, and behavioral sciences
conferences across the country and in England.
Many other scholars and some high-impact
journals have cited VanderWaal’s many projects
on the effects of drug policies on communities
and community drug use rates. Together with his
research partner and colleague Duane McBride,
his research has impacted the behavioral science
research in many fields and universities.
VanderWaal encourages students to present
and publish their work, contributing to the field
as young scholars. He has received the Award for
Excellence in Teaching, the Zapara Excellence in
Teaching Award, and the Student Advising Award.
He is a member of six professional societies including the National Association of Social Workers
and the North American Association of Christians
in Social Work. His work has been previously featured in the 2010 issue of this magazine.

Jiri Moskala
Religion and Theology
Jiri Moskala, professor of Old Testament exegesis
and theology, has taught in the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary since 1999.
Before coming to Andrews, Moskala worked as
a pastor in the Czech Republic, Hebrew and Latin
tutor at the Comenius Faculty of Protestant Theology in the Czech Republic, as well as a principal
and teacher in the Theological Seminary in Prague.
He has held several leadership positions in the
Czecho-Slovakian Union.
As professor of Old Testament exegesis and
theology, Moskala is heavily involved in scholarly
activities. In the past five years alone, he has
served as the editor of one book, published 10
articles in refereed scholarly journals and 14 professional articles, and has contributed chapters to
13 different books. Additionally, he has presented
47 papers at conferences, and given numerous
sermons throughout the world.

He is a member of six professional societies including the Chicago Society of Biblical
Research and the Society of Biblical Literature,
and has served as the president of the Adventist
Theological Society.. Moskala writes extensively
for scholarly journals and popular-interest
magazines in the United States and the Czech
Republic. He has also developed an online
Hebrew review course for use in the Seminary.

Steve Hansen
Arts and Humanities
Steve Hansen, professor of art, has taught in the
School of Architecture, Art & Design since 1987. He
has worked in the mediums of painting, sculpture,
and now primarily clay.
His artworks have appeared in nationally
recognized scholarly journals including Ceramics
Monthly, American Craft Magazine, and Niche Magazine, as well as popular interest magazines such as
American Style Magazine and American Contemporary Art. His works appear in academic textbooks
such as Extruded Ceramics and The Teapot Book.
Steve has exhibited in galleries from St. Joseph
to Chicago, Detroit, New York, Boston, Providence,
Charlotte, Seattle, Los Angeles and Australia.
His work appears in several museums across
the country and he has participated in over 60 individual and group exhibitions. He has won several
“Best Ceramics” awards at national juried exhibitions. His exhibitions include the internationally
recognized Grand Rapids ArtPrize, and more
significantly his multi-year participation in the
world’s foremost fair of contemporary decorative
arts and design called SOFA, the Sculpture Objects
and Functional Art Fair, held each year in New York,
Santa Fe and Chicago exhibiting over 100 juried
galleries from around the world.
Hansen has also served as the keynote speaker
at the 2011 Lakeland Conference for the Fine Arts,
and presented papers at regional and international
ceramics conferences. Googling “Steve Hansen
teapots” will bring up more than 3.5 million results.
His work has been previously featured in the
2011 issue of this magazine.
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